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Thinking of Retirement Benefits?
For your staff?
For yourself?

For all forms of
Retirement Benefits and
Group Life Assurance Schemes
consult:

GUARDIAN ASSUUNCE CO., LIMITED

2nd Floor, Swire House, P. 0. Box 94, Hong Kong. Telephone:5-233061

You get a great deal from Guardian.
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AMERICAN participation in the development of Hong Kong's trade
and industry and in many other aspects of our historical develop
ment has been extensive and is now deep rooted. From the earliest
days of colonial Hong Kong, American interest in trade and
commerce was amply demonstrated in the most practical ways.
Consistently since those early years this interest has been bene
ficial to our overall developntent.
Today U.S. participation in the growth and expansion of Hong
Kong's trade and industry is more substantial, both in quality and
quantity, than that of any other country, except perhaps Britain and
China. The United States is the biggest single foreign investor in
Hong Kong's industry, and has established the greatest number of
regionally oriented trade offices. American participation in the
service sector is large and expanding. Virtually every American bank
of international status is represented in Hong Kong, as are the largest
insurance companies, commercial houses, and shipping firms. Trans
portation and the operation of the port also have a strong American
influence. The Hong Kong International Airport is used by many
U.S. airlines and freight carriers. The U.S. market is Hong Kong's
largest by a wide margin and likely to remain so and the U.S. is also a
major supplier to the Hong Kong market.
This massive U.S. interest in our international trade and parti
cipation in the development of our industry has been wholly
beneficial throughout our history and particularly during the last 20
years when U.S. business began to be aware that exports could be
profitable (and even necessary to the national economy) and that
overseas investment could bring great benefits to the U.S. based
operations.
The friendly and productive relationship between the General
Chamber and AmCham has been good for both. I have personally
sought to broaden the contacts between the American business
community and the General Chamber in the belief that there is much
to be learned and much to be gained from the closest possible system
of informal discussion, consultation and exchange of views. I have
tried to expand U.S. company membership of the Chamber (without
worrying AmCham too greatly!) and to encourage U.S. nationals to
assist in the work of the Chamber Committees. We have now over
200 American companies which are General Chamber members and
American accents (and views) are familiar in our committee
discussions.
I must not forget either the fact that we actually employ, or at
least partially employ, an American in America. Herb Minich has
given the Chamber far more than we could reasonably have expected.
We pay a tribute to him elsewhere in The Bulletin but repetition may
be justified. So let me say that his professional approach, experience,
initiative and high productivity have been turned to good account in
the North East States of the U.S. on the Chamber's behalf. We
receive a constant stream of advice, requests and, occasionally,
admonitions designed to maintain Chamber contact with U.S.
industrial companies likely to be interested in Hong Kong. I hope
that Herb and the Chamber will stay partners for a while yet.
In this intemational city of ours, the American contribution and
participation have been and will remain significant, indeed essential,
to our development. I am sure the General Chamber will continue to
expand its friendly cooperation and support for American business,
industry and people in Hong Kong.

New fro111 Canon
The world's first hand-held
plain roll paper
printing & display
calculator.
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A print & display calculator that fits in your hand, '"',, ,
uses plain roll paper and has rechargeable built-in
batteries for go-anywhere, use-anywhere versatility.
10 dig'it capacity, memory function, non add operation for
printing reference data and much more. In short,
with capabilities matching those of full-size desk-top models.

Other great desk-top calculators froin Canon.
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Canola PIOII

An extra heavy duty
printing calculator with
10 digit capacity, live
memory, percentage, add
on and discount
functions. Provision for
printing notational data.
Super clear print out.
Cassette ink roller lasts
30 times longer than
conventional ribbons and
can be replaced in
seconds.

Canola PI011·D

Features large fluorescent
display with same print
and calculation capacity
of P1011. When printing
is not required, a switch
turns the calculator into
a display model only.

The world's only dual
display, mini desk-top
calculator. Three mode
selector switch gives you
ordinary or dual display
of either memory content
or process functions.
You can check step-bystep how calculations are
being solved. 8-digit
capacity in both upper
and lower display
windows.

Canola LC•1220 Canola LC·IOl4

Mini desk-top calculator
with liquid crystal
display. 12 digit capacity
and 2 memory functions.
4 penlight batteries give
up to 10,000 hours
continuous use.

A mini desk-top
calculator with extra
large liquid crystal
display developed for
personal use on every
desk. Super long battery
life of over 10,000 hours
using penlight batteries.
10 digit capacity. Live
memory. Super slim.

See the range at your dealer soon

II

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
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Canon

Jarrline Marketing Services Ltd.

Showroom: The Canon Centre, 110 Prince's Building, Hong Kong.
(Enquiries Telephone: 5-799011 EXT 3721)

THE history of Hong Kong's trading links with the United
States dates back to the early years of the colony's exis
tence. Many of the early China traders were American
companies and there is a well-known picture of the,infant
British colony, painted around 1860; in the harbour, is a
trading ship flying the American flag. Several of the
founder members of this Chamber were American com
panies and our first General Committee (in those days it
was known simply as the Committee) included an American
trader, Mr. W. Delano of Russell & Co.
From the 1840s until the beginning of the 1950s Hong
Kong's major trading role was that of an entrepot serving
the vast hinterland of China. Many of our imports were

Area
�opulation
Gross N:atiaR:a.l Product
GNP per capita
Total imports
Tota:t ex,por'ts

3.6 mHl i'on square mites
2'15\S rnitti:on
tJS$1,S89.6 biUion
US$8,762
US$146,817 mi!l!l1ion
US$12Q,lo3 mill ion

ultimately destined for China and many of China's exports
were shipped out via Hong Kong. In 1949, on the eve of
two cataclysmic events which were to change the course of
Hong Kong's economic development - the Communist
victory in China and the Korean War - the United States
was Hong Kong's major supplier. That year the US sold
$60 million worth of goods to Hong Kong, while Hong
Kong exports to the US were worth just under $24 million.
Hong Kong's export boom during the 1950s and '60s
owed much to the United States. Although the British
market for our textiles and garments was the first to be
developed, largely as a result of the Commonwealth Prefer
ence scheme, exports of these goods to the US grew at a
rapid pace in the late '50s and soon surpassed our exports
to the UK and other Commonwealth countries. The United
States became our leading market for the first time in 1959;
it has remained so ever since. In fact the proportion of our
domestic exports going to the US has continued to increase.
Last year it was � whopping 39 per cent. (Tables I & II).
American sales to Hong Kong have not grown at quite
the same hectic pace as our exports to the US, so that
America is no longer Hong Kong's leading supplier. Never
theless, it is still our third largest supplier, behind Japan and
China, and last year accounted for 12.5 per cent of Hong
Kong's total imports.
The late 1950s and early '60s saw the beginning of Hong
5
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Our scientific planning and mechanised installation, aug
mented by advanced production techniques and modern
management methods, make us the most up-to-date and
efficient factory of its kind. With these facilities plus our
continuous creative efforts, latest technical advancements,
modern industrial designs and vigilant value analysis, we
can supply flashlights of better quality, better design, better
price and can offer you better service. For resale or own
use, the best choice will always be

FLASHLIGHTS BY

SONCA

The World's Largest Flashlight Manufacturer

SONCA INDUSTRIES LTD.
6

P.O. Box 5974, Tsim Sha Tsui Post Office-, Kowloon, Hong Kong. Cable: SONCAL TD. Telex: 84298 SONCA HX

Table I
Hong Kong - US trade 1977

Domestic exports to US
Re-exports to US
Imports from US
Total HK/US trade

Value
(HK$ million)

Increase
over 1976

13,552
883
6,093
20,528

21%
3%
15%
18%

Domestic exports

Clothing

Electronic components
& parts for computers

Plastic flowers

al manufactures
goods, handbags, etc.

Imports

certainly very large. Profits and dividends from US invest
ment in Hong Kong provide the United States with substan
tial invisible earnings which must go at least some way
towards making up the imbalance in visible trade between
the two territories.
The US economic presence is out of all proportion to
the number of Americans residing here. While America is
the largest overseas investor in Hong Kong, the American
community is only the third largest non-Chinese group,
after the British and the Japanese. The number of
Americans working in business and industry is probably
less than 1,000. But American-owned companies and their
subsidiaries in Hong Kong, of which there are more than
500, account for a large proportion of total employment.
And if one were to include sub-contracting work originated
by US firms total employee involvement would be con
siderably higher.
Why does this British colony have such a strong US
connection? The reasons are partly geographical of course.
But the President of the American Chamber of Commerce
in Hong Kong, Michael Emmons, told The Bulletin that
American companies are basically attracted to Hong Kong
by the free enterprise business climate and the lack of
bureaucratic controls and regulations, at least relative to
other East Asian countries. This freedom of movement,
together with our excellent communications, central loca
tion and efficient back-up services, makes Hong Kong a
popular location for regional headquarters and many of
the largest US multinationals have established offices here
to service the entire region. The establishment of a regional
sales office can lead to investment in production facilities,
as was the case with Dow Chemical, Outboard Marine and
other American companies.
But Hong Kong is an expensive city in which to maintain
expatriates, or at least to provide them with a standard of
living and quality of life to which they are accustomed. The

Transport equipment
bacco, cigarettes etc.

Chemical products

entific &
ntroll ing instruments
cellaneous
anufactured articles

Kong's industrial diversification (although the term has
only become popular in recent years). From textiles and
garments our manufacturers moved into industries like
toys, transistor radios, metalware, wigs, and so on. Many of
these new industries, above all electronics, were financed to
� substantial degree by investment from the United States.
Today the US is far and away the largest overseas
investor in Hong Kong's manufacturing industry with a
total investment of just under $1,000 million, accounting
for almost half of total overseas investment (Table III).
No figures are available for investment in non-manu
facturing service industries, such as banking (there are more
th�n 60 US banks with offices in Hong Kong), insurance,
shipping, oil storage and property, but the total amount is

There are over 60 U.S. banking offices in Hong Kong

7

Caltex
keep building bigger and

better service stations with
loads of room and plenty of
pumps. Look at Kennedy
Road - spacious and clean and one of our many service
stations in
Hong Kong with
a lubrication bay. Caltex
specially developed lubrication
oils are used exclusively.
At King's Road we give
you 24 hour service.
There are twelve
hoses, eight of them
diesel and an extra
high canopy to take
the biggest trucks.

Trust Caltex
to make the mos
of petroleu .
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Table II

have serious repercussions on American investment overseas
and could jeopardise Hong Kong's position vis-a-vis neigh
bouring countries which offer various tax incentive schemes
The Growing Importance of the US as a Market
to the overseas investor.
American companies in Hong Kong contribute a lot
1952
1962
1957
1972
1977
1967
more to the economy than capital and jobs. Of greater long
term importance is the contribution in terms of production
35
technology and expertise, modern management and market
ing skills. In an economy as flexible and responsive as Hong
Kong's new ideas and techniques spread very quickly and
30
continued exposure to American business methods can only
benefit
Hong Kong companies.
C:
25
The
Chairman of the Chamber's North America Area
.2
Committee, Geoffrey Archer, summed it up succintly: 'The
American way of doing business is very quick and very
"O
20
C:
efficient. The best American businessmen are simply
unsurpassable .'
Given the fact that the United States is the world's
.r:.
.... 15
number one exporting nation and that Americans are so
skilled at marketing their products, it comes as something
J:
of a surprise to learn that the US is in fact far less export
10
oriented than most countries and that a mere 200 com
panies account for roughly half of total US export output.
5
In the United States exports account for less than eight per
cent of Gross National Product. Compare this with the UK,
where exports are equivalent to 23.4 per cent of GNP, or
Hong Kong, where the value of exports equals 82 per cent
4%
of Gross Domestic Product!
Since the recession of 1974/75 the US economy has
D Total domestic exports
grown at a faster rate than that of other developed coun
tries, with the exception of Japan, and as a result domestic
Domestic exports to the USA
•
buying power in the US has also increased more rapidly.
cost of living in Hong Kong is bad enough, but as our air Hong Kong's rapid recovery from- the recession owed
becomes more polluted, our roads more congested, our much to the purchasing power of the US consumer. But an
choice residential areas noisier and more crowded - in inevitable result of this strength has been the accumulation
short, as more and more people in Hong Kong become
affluent - the less popular Hong Kong becomes on a per
sonal (as opposed to corporate) level, particularly for
Americans accustomed to certain 'home comforts'.
'If only you could find some way of improving the
quality of life, Hong Kong would be everyone's choice as
the number one location in Asia', Mr. Emmons said� As it
is, he said, some American: companies are beginning to
encounter resistance on the part of some employees to the
idea of being posted to Hong Kong.
To try to improve the quality of life for Americans living
in Hong Kong the American Chamber established a Living
Conditions Committee. This is just one of 15 working
committees which cover a wide range of interest areas, from
transportation to trading with China.
Americans living overseas have expressed concern about
legislation introduced in 1976 to increase the rate of tax on
US citizens working abroad. Implementation of the legisla
tion was deferred and it is still not clear whether Americans
working abroad will have to pay tax for 1977. Residents of
other countries living abroad are not generally subject to
this kind of double taxation.
A second tax proposal, announced earlier this year,
applies to the profits of subsidiary companies of US corpo
rations overseas. AmCham in Hong Kong, together with
other American chambers of commerce around the world,
is strongly resisting this proposal and according to Mr
Emmons the current mood in Congress may be moving
against the proposal. Both measures, if implemented, could
Esso oil storage tanks on Tsing Yi Island

·e
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All you ever wanted to know
about travel, but were afraid to ask.
Travel has become so complex that
even at Westminster we've had to put in a
computer to cut through the maze of figures
in flight times, hotel accommodation rates,
holiday bookings and what have you. But a
computer is no substitute for experience.
Often it's Westminster's long experience of
travel planning in Asia that ensures the
success of the trip. And our policy of
responding to each traveller as an individual,
never as a number.

Our Friend the Co01puter.
The computer is there for a
very good reason: travel planning gets
more and more complex every year.
To a large extent the computer frees
our staff to spend more time with our
clients and gives them precise
information. Travel plans can often be
worked out in seconds.

Girl Talk.
Executive Ga01es.
Just because a man is travelling on
business doesn't mean he can't enjoy
himself. We look after business travel with
the same concern for the individual and
many companies now give us a broad
contract to handle all business travel.

Fatnily Planning.

We find that people like to come in
and chat about their holiday ideas. Most of
our travel advisers are European girls with
a reputation for an intelligent response to
enquiries. Anything they don't know on
the spot they'll find out. Tell them what
you're looking for in a holiday and they
arrange everything. If you're stuck for
ideas they've got hundreds.

Westminster's office on a Saturday
morning is a bit like a family occasion.
Because we have years of experience
planning travel for families - to offer them
the kind of economy that makes a holiday
a success.

r----:-------//(/
Please ---------.
send me my copy of Royal Asian
Holidays
/j/ •:•
/}/

Name: ____________ _ ___

Address:

L

I
I

TheWestminster
lravel Planner

I
I
I
I
I

We created a whole new way of planning your
holidays - with the exclusive Royal Asian Holidays
Travel Planner. With the Planner, you have all the facts
and figures at your fingertips that enable you to make
your holiday completely individual - Clip the coupon
and we'll send you your copy.

►..,1 •---.,
,.

.

Travel Planner.

../'

........:.

------ - ----■
P�--�

I

Westmtnster .JI

TRAVEL LIMITED
_______,.. ______________
_
1129, Star House, Kln. 3-695051 (10lines)
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The United States accounts for 46.5 per cent of total
overseas investment in Hong Kong manufacturing industry
and new investment from the US continues to come in at
US Investment in HK Manufacturing Industry
a steady rate. There is substantial American participation in
(as at 31 /12/77)
the electronics industry - it would be no exaggeration to
say that the US was responsible for introducing the indus
No. of Establishments try into Hong Kong and for making it one of our most
Industry
progressive industries; also in garments (though none,
Electronics
39
interestingly, in spinning, weaving or finishing) and in the
Garments
16
electrical, metal, plastics and chemicals industries.
Electrical products
8
Two companies - Outboard Marine Corporation and
Metal products
7
Dow Chemical Pacific - together account for more than
Chemical products
6
a quarter of the total US investment in Hong Kong industry.
Toys
6
These two companies pioneered the development of Tsing
Plastic products
5
Yi Island for heavier, land-intensive industries and were
Watches & clocks
instrumental in persuading the Hong Kong Government to
4
modify
its industrial land policy.
Made ups
2
The
Chamber and the Government have organised
Printing
2
several promotional missions to the United States in recent
Food
years to attract industrial investment to Hong Kong and
Miscellaneous
14
one such mission, led by the Chamber's representative in
the US, Herb Minich, is currently visiting over 40 US
110
TOTAL
industrial firms in the northeastern United States (see
Total value of investment: $920.4 million
Page 13).

Table 111

Outboard Marine and Dow Chemical pioneered the development of Tsing Yi Island for high-technology, land-intensive industries

of an enormous trade deficit, to which Hong Kong is
unfortunately a major contributor.
It is in Hong Kong's interest, and that of other countries,
to hope that the deficit can be reduced without the US
resorting to protectionist measures, President Carter recent
ly announced the formation of a working group to examine
ways of tackling the deficit by increasing US exports and
encouraging more American companies to take the plunge
and export rather than concentrating exclusively on the

domestic market - even if it is the world's largest domestic
market.
Elsewhere in this edition of The Bulletin we examine the
US presence in Hong Kong in other spheres - social, cul
tural, academic and so on. But in sheer economic terms,
whichever way you look at it, whether as a market, a
supplier, an investor, an employer or an example, the
United States is of paramount importance to Hong Kong
and is likely to remain so for the foreseeable future.
MP
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SIEMENS

When your business
outgrows your present telephone system,
don't change your telephonist
�

A growing business depends on its
telephone system. Siemens ESK

Crosspoint PABX is the telephone system
of tomorrow. Incredibly flexible, silent,
maintenance free and with a plug-in
modular system that enables your service
to be expanded without interfering with
the day's work.
Built-in control facilities include complete
STD access or selected barring to
extensions; priority break-in; interceptions;
in-dialing, different nightswitching
procedures; abbreviated code calling;
executive fast-access lines and many more.
And you can build on Siemens ESK
Crosspoint technique, used in Hong Kong's

public telephone exchanges and in PABXs
of a large number of customers including
some of the best-known hotels.
The ideal combination: The proven World
wide quality and performance of Siemens
products - backed by Jebsen and Co. Ltd.,
Hongkong. Their experienced telephone
engineering staff, and range of spare parts
assures you of a prompt and efficient after
sales service.

DJ I Jebsen &Co.,Ltd. j
Prince's Building, P.O. Box 97,
Tel. 5-225111 Hong Kong.

Change up to
Siemens Crosspoint PABX
12

PABX 175

ACrosspen
could say a lot about
your company.

Some of the world's most famous companies choose Cross the pen with a lifetime mechanical guarantee.
And little wonder.
For invariably when you give a Cross pen to someone, it
becomes his companion for life. Your company symbol can be
reproduced in either die-struck, all metal or with enamels or by
the silk-screen process. Neither will chip, crack or peel.
And as the emblem is double-pegged and riveted to the clip
of the pen, you can be sure they'll never part company.
Over the years Cross pens have become synonymous with
excellence.
Don't you think that's the kind of thing you should be saying
about your company?

CROSS
SINCE

Sole Agent:

®

1B46

j
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Hunghom, Kowloon. Tel: 3-640326
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IF YOU WANT TO REDUCE COSTS,
PUT YOURSELF IN OUR HANDS

An ideal shipping company is small enough to give your goods the
individual attention they deserve, yet large enough to employ the
most modern ships and methods.
And that's Suma Line.
We're an independent operation; but it won't just be our competitive
tariffs and freight rates to major European ports and inland points
that will save you money.
You can also count on a fast and regular service, a truly rigid and
rapid reporting system for cargo outturns.
We have a record to prove it, too. So put your goods in the best
possible hands. Contact us today.

EUROPE
Pusanf

AS/A

'

I

I

Kaohsiung�
Hong Kon,

'

AFRICA

I

...... _____ ...

,_,

I
I

/I

SUMA LINE

REDERIET SUMATROP APS COPENHAGEN
General Agents:
Gilman Shipping Limited,
ConnaughtCentffi,3919
Hong Kong.
Tel: 5-227011
Telex: HX 74106 GILSC

Chinese Freight Agents:
Chi Fai Hong
Te!: 5-265031

� Gilman Shipping Limited
�

A member of the Inchcape Group of Companies.

The Personal Presence
IN the early days of this century, the
number of Americans residing in Hong
Kong numbered about 60 - inciuding
several children. Most however were
traders, and those who were not were
associated with missionary or educa
tional work. The US Consulate was a
one-man set-up
Today there are 130 native Ameri
cans working in the Consulate alone,
while the entire American community
in Hong Kong numbers some 6,500
men, women and children. After the
British, they form the largest group of
non-Asians in the Territory.
US citizens resident here have
developed their own distinct com
munity, which not only makes Hong
Kong a more pleasant place for the
temporary American resident, but is
also the , means whereby Americans
have made an enthusiastic and helpful

contribution to the larger community
that is Hong Kong.
It is not false flattery to say that
Americans are distinguished for the
effort they put into community work.
Much of their willingness stems from
the tradition of self help and self
reliance that characterised the count
less small communities that formed
the backbone of the USA in its 'pio
neer' days during the nineteenth
century. And in part, it is a heritage of
the traditions established by the
'founding fathers' that helped make
America the distinct nation it is today.
The American presence is felt in the
community in many ways, and it
would not be possible to list every
organisation that has been American
established or influenced, or owes its
inspiration to US models. For a start,
however, whilst pursuing their business

interests, US firms have contributed
significantly to the Hong Kong com
munity. One example of this is the
HK$18.5 million bridge linking Kwai
Chung and Tsing Yi Island. Built by
a consortium of companies, the lion's
share of 46.3 per cent was undertaken
by China Light & Power Co, but Mobil
Oil, possibly the oldest American
company in Hong Kong, established
here in the 1890s and a member of the
Chamber since 1903, took a 34.5 per
cent holding, while the balance was
paid for by other companies including
oil companies Esso and Gulf. The
2,000 feet bridge is the longest in
South East Asia.
Mei Foo Investments have also pro
vided housing for well over 100,000
people. The Mei Foo Sun Chuen com
plex, mainly catering for the middle
income group, was the first of its kind

The Tsing Yi Bridge, longestin South East Asia, was partially financed by American oil companies
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.. I like the way Sheraton planners
think of everytliing before the event:'

Whatever kind of event you have in mind,
you'll find the Sheraton planners are
experts at handling everything, down to
the last detail.

Everything is arranged well ahead of time,
well within your budget, so that on the big
day you can be confident your event will
be a total success.

From the moment you discuss your ideas
with our Sales Co .;.ordinators, all pertinent
facts are recorded on a Sheraton Checklist
that follows your event from start to finish.

To arrange your next event at the
Sheraton, please contact the
Banquet Department at 3-691111,
Extension 903..

We can look after any number of people
up to 850, with a choice of men us at every
price level. For smaller groups there are
the Ming and Ching Rooms, for larger
gatherings there's the Silver Ballroom. If it's
an outdoor affair, take the Terrace Garden
or our rooftop pool area.: We can supply
all the special backup facilities you need
and, just as important, the experienced
people to see they work properly.

Successful parties they all start at the Sheraton.
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in Hong Kong and set standards for
well-designed housing units complete
with parks and playgrounds, schools,
amenities and shopping. facilities with
in its own precincts.
The single largest Foundation to
have helped Hong Kong consistently
is undoubtedly the Asia Foundation.
It is a private, non-profitmaking,
philanthropic organisation interested
in human advancement in Asia,
whether it be in the educational, social
or cultural field. It has cultivated and
maintained a low profile for the past
twenty years since it first made con
tact with Hong Kong, yet it is involved
in many 1reas.
The Asia Foundation believes in
giving 'seed money' to start an organ
isation or project. Very often the
investment has paid off and the Asia
Foundation has seen many projects
onto their feet.
The Asia Foundation early envi
saged a merger of the three Chinese
University colleges and substantial
grants were made. It gave initial
support to the marine biology labora
tory which did very well, and was
subsequently later supported by the
Hong Kong Government. It started a

journalism course, the first of its kind
in Hong Kong, in New Asia College,
and now the department has been
taken over by the University and
Polytechnic Grants Committee. A
grant was also given to .the Rotary to
start a youth counselling service in
Yaumati. The project became so suc
cessful that within one year it found
sufficient financial· support from local
people and the Government.

Raising standards
The Foundation has also supported
a number of. publications, sponsored
the Hong Kong Bar Association's HK
Law Journal, which is now one of the
best in the world, co-operated with
the Education Department to send
teachers to the US for further training,
and has been especially interested in
raising the standards of journalism,
mass media and translation in Hong
Kong.
The Chinese University is largely
patterned on the American education
system. There are exchange program
mes with the Universities of California
and Yale. Quite a number of visiting
professors lecture at the three colleges

while a fair percentage of the local
teaching staff is trained in the States
so that the teaching system is
American, with two semesters a year
and four-year courses. Units, grades
and transcripts are awarded at the end
of term and lectures and written
assignments are given as in US colleges,
while tutorials, an essential part of the
British system, are very rarely used.
Each college gets considerable help
from various American universities and
organisations. The Ford Foundation
made it possible for the University to
initiate a Staff Development Pro
gramme in 196 5, which enables
selected staff members to go abroad
for further advancement. On campus,
the Benjamin Franklin Centre, housing
the Student Centre and various staff
and students' amenities, is a gift from
the American Government, while the
Olympic size swimming pool is built
mainly with donations from .local
Americans.
And on a lesser scale, the US
influence on, and direct help to the
Baptist College is also significant.
Local Americans' presence is repre
sented commercially by the prestigious
American Chamber of Commerce, 68
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Mei Foo Sun Chuen - setting standards.

per cent of whose membership is
American companies. The fact how
ever that the remaining 32 per cent is
non-American speaks for itself. The
large volume of non-American attend
ance at events organised by AmCham
shows that this Chamber, during the
short period of its existence, has
firmly established itself as part of the
Hong Kong business scene.

Active role
The American Women's Association
plays an active part in social and
charitable activities. The American
Club provides dining, recreational and
library facilities for its 1,300 members,
only 62 per cent of whom are Ameri
can nationals, convincing evidence
once again that institutions based on
US models find favour with local
people and those of· other nationali
ties.
Again, the Foreign Correspondents
Club, although basically international
in its membership, owes much to the
enthusiasm and organising talent of US
journalists. This results partly of course
from the fact that US correspondents
are a little thicker on the HK ground
than eg. Japanese or British corre
spondents. And again, this in turn
reflects another contribution of the
American presence to Hong Kong the extent to which the US media has
helped raise journalistic standards in
HK, and bring new publications here,
the Asian Wall Street Journal for
instance.
Probably the latest newcomer on

the Hong Kong/ American scene is
ACT, the American Community
Theater. Started only two or so years
ago, it already has to its credit the
production of several major American
musicals, shows which for reasons of
cost are somewhat unlikely to have
been brought to Hong Kong by pro
fessional companies.
The Hong Kong International
School caters for 1,354 students, of
whom 63 per cent are American, 12
per cent Chinese and the other 25 per
cent from some further 29 countries.
The American-style curriculum pre
pares graduates for further studies in
the States and the school is accredited
by the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges in the United States,
which means that the school has to
meet standards set up by the Asso
ciation.
American tourists made up some 14
per cent of our 1.8 million tourists last
year. Even though the lucrative US
Army and Air Forces Rest and Recrea
tion programme was discontinued as
long ago as 1971, more than 41,000
individual visits were made last year by
US naval personn�l, who spent HK$62
million.
And then of course there is the
'official' American presence, as shown
not only in assistance afforded to, for
example, HK students and business
men by the relevant branches of the
US Consulate, but also by organisa
tions such as the American Library
and the International Communication
Agency (formerly the USIS) which
provides information not oruy on

American-oriented subjects, but on
topics of both local and world interest
and not only in book or magazine
form but in video-cassette as well.
Needless to say, one does not need to
be American to make use of this ser
vice, which is made available without
charge.

Tangible benefit
Many American residents and firms
here are actively involved in the work
of various local organisations such as
the Community Chest, the Arts Centre,
the Conservancy Association, the
Kiwanis, Rotary and Lions Clubs.
But above all, the very fact that
Americans have chosen to live, work,
play and educate their familes in Hong
Kong has brought a tangible benefit to
the community in the form of both
direct income that would not other
wise have been remitted to Hong
Kong; as well as in the creation of job
opportunities for local people - and
of course in the form of the corporate
and salaries tax paid by expatriates
and their employers on income arising
from Hong Kong. It would be im
possible to quantify fully the value of
these 'invisible earnings', but they
must be considerable. For instance,
considering the fact that there are only
some 300,000 salaried taxpayers over
all in Hong Kong, the likely contrib
ution to Mr. Haddon Cave's coffers
made by Americans must be out of all
proportion to the size of the US com
munity. And - be it noted - very few
Americans have ever questioned the
justice of this arrangement!
HG
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Mapy ofour biggest
clients came to us
as small businessmen.

For 66years the Bank of Canton has been
helping business throughout the Far East grow.
Few other banks are as experienced
in the region as the Bank of Canton.
Through our affiliation with Security
Pacific National Bank, we serve clients
in all parts of the world. From trade

finance, insurance, to Asian Currency
Deposits, we offer a complete range
of banking services. Whatever your
size or needs, come and see us.
You'll be in good company

8 The Bank of Canton, Limited.

Incorporated in Hong Kong in 1912 with local branches in Hong Kong,
Kowloon, and New Territories; overseas branches in Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand and Macau; and an Asian Currency Unit in Singapore.
Head Office: 6 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hong Kong.
Subsidiary Companies:
The Bank of Canton, Ltd., Macau
The Bank of Canton (Nominees) Ltd.
Canbank Finance Ltd.
Canbank Properties Ltd.
Associate Companies:
Hong Kong & Shanghai Insurance Co., Ltd. Security Pacific Credit (Hong Kong) Ltd. �
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Affiliated with SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
Headquartered in Los Angeles with over 500 offices in California and around the world.

Interview with the US Consul-General
Thomas P. Shoesmith
Mr. Shoesmith, could you explain
briefly the influence of the United
States on the economies of developing
Asia/Pacific territories in general, and
on Hong Kong in particular?
During the past decade or so the
scope of our interaction with the
economies of the Asian-Pacific nations
has steadily expanded to the point
where, today, our total trade with the
countries of this region exceeds our
trade with Western Europe. In 1977
our two-way trade with the region,
including Japan, reached about US$61
billion. Even excluding Japan - and in
export terms Japan's total is roughly
equivalent to all the other Asia-Pacific
countries - exports from this region
to the United States have increased
nine times in the period 1965 to 1976,
going from about US$1.7 billion to
$15 billion, while our exports to this
region, again excluding Japan, have
registered a similar increase, from $2.8
billion to $23 billion over the same
period.

Similarly, US investments in this
area have been expanding. There was
a fall-off in 197 5, reflecting the lower
level of business activity everywhere,
but investments picked up again in
1977, when there was an increase over
1976 of about 25 per cent in all areas
except Australia, where there was a
very sharp increase of 50 per cent.
Currently US investment in the Asia/
Pacific region - again excluding Japan
- exceeds $16 billion.
In the process the United States has
contributed to the technological up
grading of the industry and agriculture
of the various countries of the region,
both through governmental program
mes and private investment.
Another indicator of the level of
our economic involvement in the
countries of this region is the fact that
about 40 per cent of our total imports
of manufactured goods comes from
the Pacific area.
All forecasts that I have seen,
whether from Government or private

business sources, indicate that this
expansion is going to continue. Given
the dynamic quality of the economies
of this region, there is every reason to
expect that opportunities for increased
trade and investment will exist and I
personally believe that American busi
ness is prepared to take advantage of
those opportunities and that the US
Government will lend assistance.

Oose cooperation
An important new aspect of our
interaction with the developing coun
tries of the region lies in the close
cooperation which has evolved be
tween the United States and the five
ASEAN countries. Here we are con
centrating on four main areas:- firstly,
the provision of technical assistance to
the various ASEAN countries; second
ly, the expansion of trade between
ourselves and the ASEAN countries;
thirdly, dealing with problems in comContinued on p.27.
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Hong Kong� Overground Railway
THE need for a greatly improve� and
expanded railway · system to serve the
eastern part of the New Territories
has long been apparent. By the late
1980s the combined population of
Shatin, Taipo, Fanling and Sheung
Shui could be approaching one million.
Add to this an expected large increase
in the number of people and volume
of goods travelling to and from China,
the industrial development at Tai Po,
Fo Tan and elsewhere, the new Shatin
racecourse, the new country parks and
the increasing tendency on the part of
Hong Kong's population to head for
the countryside at the weekends - and
the inadequacy of the old single-track
railway line with its slow diesel trains
becomes even more obvious.
Fortunately the situation is chang
ing rapidly. The closure of the Tsim
shatsui railway terminal in November
1975 - with the last train pulling out
to the nostalgic strains of 'Auld Lmg
Syne' - marked the end of an era,
while the opening of the new $150
million. terminal at Hung Hom marked
the beginning of a period of major

modernisation and expansion for the
65 year old railway.
To cope with the expected increase
in passenger and goods traffic the rail
way is being progressively double
tracked all the way to the China
border. The stretch between Kowloon
and Shatin was completed late last
year and work is currently underway
on the Shatin - Taipo section, while
the double-tracking of the final
section, between Talpo and Lo Wu, is
awaiting approval.
Work has just begun on the con
struction of a second tunne.1 through
Beacon Hill at a cost of $98 million.
When this is completed towards the
end of 1980 the existing tunnel, which
is between 40 and 70 metres to the
east and 57 metres above the new
tunnel, will be closed.
Other major improvements which
are either planned, underway or com
pleted include the remodelling of
Mong Kok and Shatin stations; the
installation of a new electrical signal
ling system; the construction of a new
goods yard at Fo Tan and a new

marshalling yard at Lo Wu; a new
station adjacent to the Shatin race
course, with a loopline running
through the new town; and last but
not least, the electrification of the
entire line from Kowloon to the
border, which - subject to final ap
proval - will be carried out at a cost
of around $400 million and will be
completed by 1981.
Consideration is also being given to
the construction of a new station at
Kowloon Tong which would incor
porate an interchange with the MTR
station and an underground extension
from Hung Hom to Tsimshatsui, for
the benefit of passengers destined for
Central.
Finally, there is the distant possi
bility - it is no more than that - of
new branch lines from Taipo to Tuen
Mun, via Yuen Long; from Shatin to
the container terminal at Kwai Chung;
and from Taipo to the nearby indus
trial estate.
All in all, that's quite some
programme!
(See pictures over).
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M@bil-serving Hong Kongforover80years

Continued from p.21.

modities negotiations and fourthly,
an expansion of business and invest
ment relations. Although it is my
understanding that a final agenda has
not yet been worked out for the
ministerial meeting between the
United States and the ASEAN group
which is scheduled for sometime this
summer in Washington, I would
imagine that the agenda will include
consultations in these four principal
areas.
· I think it can be fairly said that the
degree of our involvement, and hope
fully our constructive influence, in the
economies of all the countries of this
region, particularly developing coun
tries, has been expanding and I think
it is clear that it will continue to do so.
Regarding the second part of your
question, we are of course Hong
Kong's largest trading partner. In 1977
our imports from Hong Kong totalled
about US$2.9 billion, which is almost
40 per cent of Hong Kong's total
export trade. Two-way trade reached
$4.2 billion, with our exports to Hong
Kong worth about $1.3 billion.
The United States is also the largest
foreign investor in Hong Kong,
accounting for almost half the total
foreign investment in manufacturing which is the only area where statistics
are available. In addition, there is of
course substantial investment in other
sectors. There are, for example, about
60 US banks with offices in Hong
Kong.
The US is also an important source
of technology and managerial experi
ence and I feel sure that this to con
tributes to HK's growth in industry
and finance.

Mr Shoesmith, the United States has
accumulated a massive trade deficit
and this has been a matter of consider
able concern to President Carter and
the US Government. What measures
are in hand to reduce this deficit and
what might be their likely effect on
the Hong Kong economy?
You are absolutely right when you
say that the deficit is a matter of
considerable concern to President
Carter and the US Government. And it
is likely to remain so, because some of
the problems involved are not amen
able to quick solutions. But I think
there is a consensus between the
American Government and the
American business community on the
broad lines of approach towards the

problem.
The first requirement is the passage
of an Energy Bill - some action to
slow down the alarming rate of in
crease of imports of foreign oil, both
through conservation and through the
development of increased sour{;es of
domestic energy. As you know, the
Energy Bill has been before Congress
for the past year. It retains a high
priority in the Carter Administration's
legislative agenda and a great deal of
effort is going into trying to get it
moving. I wouldn't want to anticipate
when the Bill will finally get through,
but the Administration is considering
some alternatives in the form of
administrative action which can be
taken in the event that something
doesn't happen within the next few
months or so. But there's no doubt
that the passage of an Energy Bill and
the introduction of a national pro
gramme for the conservation of energy
and the expansion of energy resources
is a key to the problem of our deficits.

Higher growth rate
The second measure on which there
is general consensus is the need to
stimulate the economies of our major
trading partners, because to some
extent the deficit results from the fact
that the American economy has grown
at a rate somewhat higher than some
of our major trading partners, so that
we are pulling in goods, whereas their
ability to absorb American goods has
not picked up. It is for this reason that
we have over the past year encouraged
developed countries to do what they
can to achieve higher growth rates,
while at the same time dealing with
the very difficult problems of un
employment and inflation.
The third measure is a further
liberalisation of international trade
and resistance on the part of all mem
bers of the international community,
as well as our own country, to the
trend towards protectionism. And in
connection with this measure, we
attach great importance to the success
ful conclusion to the Tokyo Round of
the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, in
the hope that we can get significant
reductions in both tariff and non-tariff
barriers to trade.
Finally, as a broad general measure
to deal with the problem of our deficit,
is the necessity for the United States
to formulate and implement vigorous
ly a national export promotion policy.

As you may be aware, President Carter
recently has announced the formation
of an emergency task force to consider
ways in which we might be able to
stimulate the export of American
goods, not only in those areas where
we are already competitive, but to
broaden the scope of our export
activity.

Consensus view
These represent the measures on
which there is a pretty wide consensus
in the United States. As the Energy
Bill shows, when you go into details
there are sometimes disagreements,
but certainly the burden of what our
Government is trying to do in dealing
with the deficit falls primarily under
one or more of these headings.
The second part of your question
asks, what is likely to be the effect on
Hong Kong's economy of these various
measures. I suppose all I can say in
that regard is that, to the extent that
we can move forward successfully on
any or all of these measures, it seems
to me that Hong Kong stands to bene
fit, along with other countries in the
region - in fact along with all the
other countries in the world. If we
manage to do something about oil,
that is going to relieve pressures on oil
prices. If we are· successful in reducing
tariff and non-tariff barriers, that's of
obvious benefit to Hong Kong.
I think Hong Kong has as much of
a stake as any other country in the
success of the US Administration in
dealing effectively with the deficit and
I think the Administration and the
US business community feel that
dealing with this deficit is important
not only to our own economic growth,
but also to the whole international
economy, since deficits of this magni
tude are bound to have distorting
effects on international business.

This leads us to the next question: the
United States has, broadly speaking,
maintained liberal trading policies for
many years and this has undoubtedly
been beneficial to Hong Kong. Some
countries might seek to reduce such a
large trade deficit by restricting im
ports - fortunately, this does not
seem to be the policy of the US
Government. But do pressures for
import restrictions exist in the United
States? And how does your Govern
ment view the apparent trend towards
economic protectionism in the
27
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developed countries, particularly the
EEC?
The Carter Administration has tried
very hard to resist the protectionist
pressures, both in political and econo
mic terms, that flow out of the fact of
such a large deficit. But certainly there
are forces in the United States who do
argue that one way of getting at this
deficit is some sort of protectionism.
We understand that protectionism
is not an exclusively American phe
nomenon - not that it would be any
less tolerable if it were exclusively
American -'-- and we understand the
economic, political and social factors
that are involved in the growing trend
towards protectionism that we see in
almost every modem industrial coun
try. We understand it the more because
to one degree or another we have
experienced these various economic,
political and social factors in our own
country.

Protectionism no answer
But certainly as far as the American
Government is concerned, together
with a very large section of the busi
ness community, as well as the aca
demic c·ommunity, protectionism is
not regarded as an answer to the
problem of the trade deficit, or to
such problems as sluggish growth,
unemployment or inflation. Whatever
short term benefits protectionism
seems to offer. in dealing with prob
lems such as unemployment or slow
economic growth, the long term
effect of protectionism - I think
irrefutably - must be to deepen and
intensify these problems. In my view
protectionism is the worst of all
possible answers to the kind of prob
lems that developed or developing
countries are facing.
So our view - and we hope it's one
that is shared by other countries - is
that these problems should be fought
with the most innovative and bold
measures that can be devised. This was
very much the concern of the leaders
who met at the economic summit in
London last year and I anticipate that
the same will be true at the conference
in Bonn later this year. We view this as
an opportunity to take concerted
action to deal permanently with these
problems before it's too late.
The United States cannot deal with
the problem alone - no country can
deal with this problem alone. The on
going Tokyo Round negotiations and

the Bonn summit meeting are in a
sense different channels for dealing
with different aspects of the same
problem. But every government, in
cluding the government of the United
States, is going to have to take a cer
tain amount of political risk in d_ealing
with these problems.
What progress is being made in moves
to establish stronger diplomatic ties
with the Peoples Republic of China?
What in your view would be the likely
effect on Hong Kong of normal diplo
matic relations between the United
States and the PRC?
As far as the establishment of
diplomatic ties between the People's
Republic of China and the United
States is concerned, that is a matter
for high level negotiations and I'm
just not in a position to comment on
what specific steps are being taken.
But I do think that this question
should be looked at in the context of
the ongoing process of normalisation
of relations between the People's
Republic of China and the United
States within the framework of the
Shanghai Communique; that process
has continued to move forward during
the past one and a half years, with a
gradual but steady expansion of con
tacts, both at government and at
non-government level.
As for the second part of your
question, I just don't see any direct
connection between the process that
we're engaged in and Hong Kong. I
think Hong Kong will remain an im
portant centre of business activity in
East Asia, because Hong Kong is
important not simply in terms of the
possibilities of trade with the People's
Republic of China, but in regional
terms, as well as in its own right.

we will see, perhaps this year, some
expansion of trade. But how far it's
going to go when those obstacles are
removed is going to depend on a great
many factors.
How do you view the efforts being
made by the Hong Kong Government
and organisations like the General
Chamber of Commerce to diversify
the Hong Kong economy? Do you, for
example, welcome our industrial in
vestment promotion activity in the
north eastern United States?
It seems to me that diversification
of industry is an inevitable characteris
tic of an expanding economy. In
Hong Kong this process of diversifica
tion, as I understand it, has been going
on for quite some time, but it remains
a pressing problem, largely because of
the narrow concentration of Hong
Kong's principal industries. I think
that both the government and the
business·community in Hong Kong are
fully aware of the need to diversify
industry and our Government hopes
that US business will contribute to
this process.

Source of friction
With respect to textiles, diversifica
tion offers the chance of ameliorating
a potential source of friction between
_Hong Kong and the United States,
since whenever you have a high con
centration of exports in one industry
it almost always creates problems in
the importing country. But I certainly
don't expect diversification to spell
the end of the Hong Kong textile
industry.
So we follow the efforts of the
Hong Kong Government and the initia
tive taken by other members of the
business community, such as your own
Chamber, to move this process of
diversification forward. As for the
second part of your question - do I
welcome the Chamber's industrial
investment promotion work in the
north-eastern United States - the
answer to that is an unqualified yes.
Personally, I'd like to see invest
ment promotion in both directions.
There are opportunities for Hong
Kong companies in the United States
and two-way investment offers advan
tages to both US and Hong Kong
companies.

But isn't the absence of full diplomatic
relations between the United States
and China holding back the potential
development of trade between the two
countries?
Well I have to say I assume so, if
only because there are certain prob
lems - such things as Most Favoured
Nation treatment, customs regulations
and the frozen assets problem - which
inhibit some aspects of the relation
ship. So to that extent I think it is
fairly obvious that the absence of
diplomatic relations serves to inhibit
the expansion of trade between the
United States and the People's Re Are exporters in your country suffi
public of China. Nonetheless I think ciently aware of the size and sophisti-
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cation of the Hong Kong market for a
wide range of consumer and industrial
products?

Unfortunately many exporters in
the United States are not sufficiently
aware of the importance of the Hong
Kong market. We believe that there are
many American products which could
find a ready market here - high
technology equipment, consumer
goods, foodstuffs, leisure equipment
and a whole range of items. Our prod
ucts have always enjoyed a reputation
for quality, but price has sometimes
been a problem. Now, with the lower
exchange value of the dollar and our
comparatively low rate of inflation,
our prices should be very competitive.
I think the whole Hong Kong
success story is not sufficiently well
known in the United States. Americans,
who come to Hong Kong don't take
away an impression of a major indus
trial centre. When you cross the har
bour on the Star Ferry, or drive from
the airport to your hotel, there are no
obvious signs of industrial activity as
there are if you drive, say, from
Haneda Airport into the centre of
Tokyo. So I think the Hong Kong
story needs to be told.

American Fortnight
One of the ways we have tried to
expand our sales in Hong Kong is
through the American Fortnight,
organised by the American Chamber
of Commerce in Hong Kong. and
the Consulate-General. We have held
three American Fortnights so far, the
most recent in March this year, and
their success has been primarily due to
the excellent work done by AmCham,
and the fine cooperation of the busi
ness community. The American
Fortnight has helped us to introduce
Hong Kong to the US business com
munity, although it is mainly the
American firms who are already here
that have benefitted.
We will continue to review various
ways and means of introducing
American products to the Hong Kong
market. One must always look for new
ideas, new ways of selling.
How can the General. Chamber help to
develop further two-way trade be
tween Hong Kong and the United
States?

The Hong Kong General Chamber
of Commerce and its members can be

of great assistance in helping to en
courage an understanding of the
political, economic and social factors
that can create problems in our trading
relationship, so that some of these
problems can be anticipated and
headed off before they become diffi
cult to manage.
Of course, it's also up to the
American business community to
work hard on this. Hong Kong is a
completely open market and as I've
said before, there are opportunities
to increase our share of the market.
I believe that we can and should work
to narrow the gap in our bilateral
trade. I'm not suggesting for a minute
that Hong Kong should sell less to the
United States. I'm saying that the
United States should sell more to
Hong Kong.
The Chamber and its members can
offer specific . advice on ways of in
creasing sales of American products in
Hong Kong. We really applaud your
intention of organising a buying mis
sion to the United States in the near
future and I can assure you of our
personal and official readiness to offer
any assistance that may be required.

For over ten decades
the Wheelock Marden Group
has served your needs.
Beginning with the founding of Lane, Crawford, Limited
in 1850, the Wheelock Marden Group has served commerce
and industry in the Far East for over 125 years.
Hong Kong is our main area of activity where traditionally
a major portion of the Group's resources has been deployed
in real estate. The Group's other major traditional area of
activity is ship-owning.
Our other interests include ret,:' trading, manufacturing, general
trading, insurance, computers and the Cross-Harbour Tunnel.

Look into what the Wheelock Marden Group is
doing today and thinking about for tomorrow.
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as Living in a Chinese Community,
East and West in the Business Environ
ment, Hong Kong as a Financial
Centre and Trading with China, to
gether with visits to housing estates
and factories and a Chinese dinner in a
leading restaurant. The course was
managed by Assistant Director, Harry
Garlick.

Committee Appointments

.A ..

Theln�Tray
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Chamber News
Good Citizen Award
Presentation at Yaumati
A large-scale presentation of the
Chamber's Good Citizen Awards was
held in Yaumati on the evening of
May ;Sth. Despite the inclement
weather, which forced the cancellation
of an outdoor ceremony, the presenta
tion was well attended by members of
the public and VIP guests, including
the Secretary for Home Affairs, the
Hon. Li Fook-kow; the Commissioner
of Police, Brian Slevin; the Chamber's
Chairman, Nigel Rigg and a member of
the General Committee, Dennis Ting.
Mr. Ting presented the 32 awards on
behalf of the Chamber, while the
Deputy Manager of RTV, Mr. K.F.
Chung, presented Golden Whistle
awards to five of the most outstanding
Good Citizens. During the one hour
show RTV stars provided entertain
ment in the form of songs and dancing.

New Chairmen have been appointed
to
two Chamber committees. Elmer
News, Events, Information
Tsu,
Secretary of the Island Dyeing
From Within and Around
and
Printing Co. Ltd., has been
The Chamber
appointed Chairman of the Textiles
Committee and Allan Lee, Managing
Hong Kong for New Arrivals
Director of Ampex Ferrotec Ltd., has
Thirty-nine newly arrived executives been appointed Chairman of the
from 24 Hong Kong companies attend Electronics Committee.
Both committees have been active
ed the most recent Hong Kong for
in
considering, among other things,
New Arrivals course held at the
labour
legislation and proposals for
Furama Hotel from May 23rd to 25th.
The course as usual included briefings further improvements in labour condi
by senior businessmen, academics and tions and protection. The Textiles
government officials on subjects such Committee has made a number of

The Commissioner of Police, Brian Slevin (left) and· Chamber
Chairman Nigel Rigg were among VIPs who attended the ceremony.

New arrivals at the Furama.

Good CTtizen Chan Chi-chiu receives his award from Mr Ting.
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With 54 years of experience
in Asia you can rely on us
to design your specific
needs for financial
security.
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Head Office : Hongkong

China Underwriters Life & General Insurance Co. Ltd.
51-57 Des Voeux Road, Central, Hongkong.
Cable : UNDERWRITE Hongkong
Tel. : 5-244121
Thailand

China Underwriters Life & General Insurance Co. Ltd.
283 Silom Road, Bangkok, Thailand.
Cable : UNDERWRITE Bangkok
Tel. : 233-3981 to 84
Singapore

China Underwriters Life & General Insurance Co. Ltd.
Unit 1214,12th Floor,
International Plaza
10 Anson Road, Singapore 2.
Cable: UNDERWRITE Singapore
Tel.: 2204177,2208620,2208030

I

54 years of experience in Asia.
It means a length of service that has given ChiRa Under
writers a keen understanding of all your insurance needs through continuous research and the art of listening translated into professional service and the prompt settle
ment of claims. They call it expertise.
It means a strength of service in initiating specialised
techniques and progressive products. The Deposit Admin
istration Scheme and the monthly debit life insurance, for
instance, were first introduced in Hongkong by China
Underwriters. We were also the first to include clinical
coverages under the group medical plan. They call it leader
ship.
It means an expansion of service with branches in Thailand
and in Singapore, a subsidiary company in Malaysia, and
agencies in Australia and the United Kingdom. We also
represent Southeast Asia in a leading international group
program (IGP) initiated by John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company.They call it stability.
When you decide on insurance - to protect your family,
your property, or your business - consider 54 years of
experience in Asia.
Then see us at China Underwriters.

Malaysia

c/o Universal Life & General Insurance Sdn. Bhd.
1 st Floor, Oriental Plaza
Jalan Parry, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Cable: UNDERWRITE Kuala Lumpur
Tel.: 84267/8,88548,88431
Australia

c/o The Seven Provinces Insurance Underwriters Ltd.
143 Queen St., Melbourne 3000, Australia
Cable: ZEPROVAS Melbourne
Tel. : 03 - 677938
United Kingdom

c/o Golding Collins (Reinsurance Brokers) Ltd.
61 Queen St., London,EC4R,1DJ
Cable : CEGOLDINSU London
Tel. : 01-2363211

representations to the Government
during the past three years regarding
the administration of the textile quota
control scheme operated by the DTIC
and is presently considering the opera
tion of the revised controls introduced
by the Government in 1977.
David McLeod of Jardine, Matheson
& Co. Ltd. has been appointed to the
Shipping Committee and Duncan
Bluck of Swire Pacific Ltd. has been
appointed the Chamber's representa
tive on the Trade Development
Council.

New Members
The following 1 7 companies joined
the Chamber during May 1978:
Bel Fuse Ltd.
Brighten Trading Company
Besworth & Co. Ltd.
Ets. Ballande Asia Ltd.
Hongkong International Terminals
Limited
Javy's International
King's Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Kuen-Hing Trading Company
Kwan's Trading Co.
Pol Tack Lee Trading Co.
Sun Cheung Wah Plastic Mfy. Ltd.
Swiss-Far East Trading Co.
Sun King Gems & Jewellery Co. Ltd.
Tai Lee Company
Universal Jewel Manufacturers Ltd.
The Wealth Trading Co.
Wing Woo Garment Factory

ICC Discussions
The Secretary General of the
International Chamber of Commerce,
Carl-Henrik Winqwist, attended a
meeting with senior representatives of
leading trade and industrial organisa
tions on May 5th to discuss f:urther the
question of establishing an ICC Council
in Hong Kong (see article in January
1978 edition of The Bulletin). The

Chamber, the Chinese Manufacturers
Association and the Indian Chamber
of Commerce are the only local
members of the ICC at present.

Slide Show in Japanese
A special showing of the Chamber's
audio-visual presentation, 'Building
from the Ground', with Japanese
commentary, was held at the Mandarin
on May 3rd for members of the
Japanese community. The Chairman
of the Japan, Korea and Taiwan Area
Committee, Wong Po-yan, introducing
the presentation, explained that the Ms. Cecilia Fung, Assistant Director, Industry
show was available to any company Division, presented prizes to students of the
which had visitors or new arrivals from Kwai Chung Technical Institute on May 5th.
Japan who would like to be briefed on
McGregor, and the Secretary for Social
Hong Kong.
Services, the Hon. E.P. Ho. During a
Rapid P.O.B.
busy five-day programme, organised
Delivery Service
by the Chamber with the assistance of
Commencing 1st June, the Post the Government, the group visited a
Office has introduced a new facility to wide range of local industrial and
expedite the delivery of urgent mail social institutions. Their visit culmi
addressed to post office box holders. nated in a tea party at Government
Known as the Rapid Post Office Box House on May 26th, which was also
Delivery Service, the facility enables attended by Cecilia Fung and Sonny
letters to be delivered to appropriate Castro from the Chamber.
post office boxes within two hours of
World Management Congress
being posted. Special posting boxes are
provided in the P.O. Box lobbies at the
The All-India Management Associa
General Post Office and the Kowloon tion (AIMA) is hosting the 18th CIOS
Central and Tsimshatsui Post Offices World Management Congress, to be
in which may be placed letters which held in New Delhi from December
are addressed to P.0. Boxes at the 5-8, 1978. The theme of the Congress
offices of posting. There is no addi will be Management Perspectives for
tional charge for this service.
Economic Growth and Human Welfare.
Eminent international and 'national
Commonwealth Study Group
experts in management will address
The Commonwealth Interchange each of the plenary and group discus
Study Group, consisting of 16 young sion sessions. The keynote address will
executives from all walks of life in be delivered by leading management
Britain and other Commonwealth expert and author, Professor Peter
countries, attended a seminar at the F. Drucker.
Further details and copies of the
Chamber on May 22nd where they
were briefed by the Director, Jimmy congress brochure are available from
the Hong Kong office of the State
Trading Corporation of India Ltd.
(Tel: 5458161).

Staff
The Director has announced the
promotion of Cecilia Fung from
Senior Manager to Assistant Director.
Ms. Fung is currently in charge of the
Chamber's Industry Division, which
includes responsibility for industrial
development matters, industrial invest
ment promotion and issue of commer
cial documents such as certificates of
origin and carnets.
Ms. Fung graduated from Hong
ICC Secretary-General, Mr Winqwist, with the Chamber's Director, Jimmy McGregor, and Kong University in 1967 and has
Deputy Director, Tudor Griffiths, and the Director of the Federation of Hong Kong worked
in the Chamber since 1969.
Industries, Cecil Chan.
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The Chamber Worldwide
Africa
The business group to Africa jointly
organised by the Chamber and the
Trade Development Council returned
to Hong Kong on 1 7 May after a highly successful three and a half weeks in
Ghana, Nigeria and Kenya. Despite
some uncertainty arising from the
import restrictions introduced by
Nigeria in April, the group negotiated
a record number of orders amounting
to more than $50 million, with a
further $30 million of business still
under negotiation. The bulk of the
orders were taken in Lagos.
The business group was led by W. S.
Chan, Manager in the Chamber's Trade
Division.

New Zealand
The New Zealand Customs Depart
ment has confirmed its acceptance of
endorsed Certificates of Origin issued
by this Chamber and the other
approved certificate issuing bodies in
Hong Kong covering goods claiming
GSP treatment shipped from Hong
Kong to New Zealand on and after
1st June, 1978.
The procedure for application for
the endorsed certificates is identical to
that adopted by the Department of
Trade, Industry and Customs.
Should you require further informa
tion please contact the Chamber's
Certification Manager, W K.F. Wang
(Tel: 5-237177 Ext. 32).

man team led by the Chamber's repre completed a 12 day visit to China at
sentative in the north-eastern US, Herb the invitation of the China Council for
Minich, and including an executive in the Promotion of International Trade.
the Chamber's Industry Division,
Pacific Basin
Sydney Fung and Paulus Chan from
the Department of Trade, Industry &
The Chamber's Chairman, Nigel
Customs are spending three weeks Rigg, and Director, Jimmy McGregor,
talking to senior executives of indus attended the Annual Meeting of the
trial companies in Philadelphia, New Pacific Basin Economic Council (PBEC)
York, Boston, Pittsburgh and in Manila from 7-10 May, together
Cleveland.
with 10 other members of the PBEC
Hong Kong Group. The Hon. P.G.
Latin America
Williams delivered a major speech
Nineteen delegates left Hong Kong attacking trade protectionism and
on 10 June to begin a three week visit pleading for the maintenance of liberal
to Panama, Venezuela and Curacao. trading policies by the developed
They are promoting a wide range of countries particularly.
Hong Kong products, including elec
tronics, garments, watches, clocks,
West Europe
toys and giftware. The group is led by
The Chamber's Chairman, Nigel
Ernest Leong, Manager in the Trade Rigg, and members of the West Europe
Division, while another Chamber exec Area Committee hosted a reception on
cutive, Alexander Au, is travelling 11th May for a visiting delegation
ahead of the group to finalise arrange from Holland, led by the Mayor of
ments.
Rotterdam. Mr. A.A. van der Louw.
A final briefing for the delegates The reception was also attended by
was held on May 25th, attended by members of the China Area Com
the Consuls-General for Panama and mittee who were given an opportunity
Venezuela, Mr. Gary Martin and Mr. to question delegates about their
Oscar Michelena.
recent visit to China.
This is the Chamber's third trade
The West Europe Area Committee
mission to Central and South Ameri also received a high-level trade mission
ca since 1973 and the first ever Hong from France on May 23.
Kong mission to visit Curacao.

North of England

The Chamber organised a press
conference on May 31st for the North
United States
of England Development Council dele
The Chamber's fourth industrial gation headed by the former Deputy
investment promotion mission to the Leader of the Labour Party, Lord
USA is currently underway. A three- Glenamara. The NEDC group had just
34

Trade Enquiries

The first four months of this year
saw a 30 per cent increase in the
number of trade enquiries processed
by the Chamber. The largest number
of enquiries originated from Western
Europe, followed by the Middle East
and Africa.
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HONG KONG INDUSTRIAL
&
COMMERCIAL BANK LIMITED
99-105 DES VOEUX ROAD CENTRAL, HONGKONG
TEL: 5-444088
Members of the Chamber/TDC business group with buyers in Nairobi

All Banking
Transactions
Strong Connection
Throughout
Southeast Asia
BRANCHES:
HONGKONG

Central Branch:

10, Queen's Road, Central,
Hongkong.

Tel:

5-240021-3

Tel:

5-459018-9

Tel:

5-618241-2

Tel:

5-626147-9

Western Branch:
39-41, Bonham Strand, West,
Hongkong.

Lord Glenamara (centre), leader of the NEDC mission to China

North Point Branch:

433, King's Road, Hongkong.

Quarry Bay Branch:

997, King's Road, Hongkong.

KOWLOON
Yau mati Branch:
320, Nathan Road, Kowloon.

Tel:

3-885191-2

Mongkok Branch:
581-581 A, Nathan Road,
Kowloon.

Tel:

3-303241-3

Shamshuipo Branch:
103, Lai Chi Kok Road,
Kowloon.

Tel:

3-950121-4

Hunghom Branch:
237A, To Kwa Wan Road,
Kowloon.

Tel:

3-659035-7

Tel:

3-683271-3

Tse Wan Shan Branch:
1, Ngan Fung Street, Kowloon. Tel:

3-250281-3

Tsimshatsui Branch:
36, Nathan Road, Kowloon.

NEW TERRITORIES
Members of the Dutch delegation which visited the Chamber on May 11th

Tsu en Wan Branch:
14-16, Tai Ho Road,
Tsuen Wan, New Territories.

Tel: 12-428102-4 ·
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SEA� LAND
Sea-Land Orient Ltd

Kwai Chung Container Terminal Berth 3 N. T .. Kowloon· Telephone 12-235231
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Service and security
for today and t�morrow
Savings Accounts
Current Accounts
Short and Long Term Fixed Deposits
Instant Cash
Gift Cheques
Safe Deposit Boxes
Paymatic
Foreign Exchange
Import and Export Bills
Trade Information
Stocks and Shares
Remittances
Loans

Services available through our
subsidiaries and associated companies:
Computer Services
Merchant Banking
International Credit Card
Trustee Services
Insurance Broking
Leasing and Hire Purchase
For further information on anv
of our services, pl�ase call on
your local Branch Manager
or telephone the
Customer Services Department
at 5-223302 .
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The Chartered Bank
For today and tomorrow

